
 

Grant Management Software  
Discover the best solution for end-to-end grant management 

Designed to deliver a great 

end-to-end grant application 

experience for all stakeholders

Specific & flexible custom 

workflows for Local 

Enterprise Offices In Ireland

Organisations have saved up 

to 18,000 hours annually in 

admin using Submit.com
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At our core is innovation, Submit.com seeks 

out to creatively deliver solutions to problems 

that exist in the world using technology. Five 

years ago we noticed an opportunity to use 

our award-winning secure cloud technology 

to solve a problem that existed for the Local 

Enterprise Offices of Ireland.  

The LEOs existing method relied 

predominantly on an unsecured paper-based 

system. This was tedious for clients and staff, 

resulting in applications taking significant 

amounts of time to be processed. This 

method also created vast amounts of 

administration and filing work. Furthermore, 

all mentor assignment management 

capabilities were in paper form and this could 

often cause assignment tracking to be 

difficult and take up much LEO Executive 

time which could be, alternatively, spent 

helping further client companies.  

Submit.com has worked closely with a 

number of Local Enterprise Offices over five 

years. We understand intimately the LEO 

grant application workflow. With that 

knowledge Submit.com has evolved to be a 

complete end-to-end custom solution 

focused on maximising the effectiveness of 

Local Enterprise Grants. 

With the help of these Local Enterprise 

Offices we have managed to create an 

experience that works for the clients applying, 

as well as for the LEO Executives and Mentors 

who’s focus should be working with the 

clients to make sure they are maximising the 

effectiveness of Local Enterprise Grants. 

Save time and get better results for clients 

As a LEO Executive, your time is best spent 

with your clients maximising their chances for 

success. Submit.com saves you valuable time 

by streamlining the application process 

making sure all applications are fully 

completed in a timely manner leading to a 

positive decision for the client.   
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Local Enterprise Office 

Grant Application Flow
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Super easy 
to manage 
all grant 
applications 
In one place 

Grant applications typically tend to seek a 

large amount of information for evaluation. 

Submit.com has simplified this process  

allowing clients to not only submit an 

application at any time and from anywhere, 

but it also lets them present supplementary 

information in attachment form, such as 

videos, links, spreadsheets and documents, 

allowing you to evaluate and application 

quickly in a more structured manner with all 

this information in one secure location on 

the Submit.com platform.
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Key    

features. 
Video Interview  

Meet the person behind the grant application with 

Submit.com video interview technology its as simple as 

adding an interview question to the form. 

Advanced Security Features 

Submit.com is fully compliant with the latest online 

security protocols, elevating concerns around GDPR. 

Real Time Reporting 

Real-time reporting tools which help you provide the 

required information to your stakeholders with minimum 

fuss. 

Smart EVAC Meeting Tools 

An important part of the application workflow is it’s ability 

to prepare grant applications for EVAC meetings in a more 

effective and efficient manner. 

Submit.com auto-populates Application Summaries for 

the EVAC, significantly improving efficiency and cutting 

the costs of producing multiple copies of applications and 

supporting documentation. 

Spreadsheet Questions 

We realise you need to ask applicants to give projections 

using spreadsheets. You can do this as a table question in 

Submit.com and we even do the auto-calculations for you. 

Autosaving Drafts 

Working with a client to submit a quality grant application 

is vital for its success. Submit.com automatically saves a 

draft of the application after every question making sure 

nothing is lost and you can jump in and help the client at 

anytime. 
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Other 

features. 

Quick Search 

Searching through hundreds or thousands of 

applications can be like finding a needle in a 

haystack. Using Submit.com’s quick-search function 

you can find what you're looking for in matter of 

seconds. 

Customisation 

Add your own background images, favicons, logos, 

colour schemes and more. Really make your 

homepage your own. 

Your own domain 

We'll set you up with you own domain, every aspect 

of which is yours. No banners, no ads, just you, your 

team, and the tools to create, promote, and manage 

schemes. 

Score and discuss 

Discuss applications securely with your team and 

assign individual scores. Average scores for 

applications will be auto calculated and can be used 

to sort applications. 

Notifications 

Customise your email notifications so that you are 

informed when applications are received. This is 

perfect for keeping on top of things, especially if a 

deadline is approaching. 

Team permissions 

Manage your own team with the right permissions. 

Creating team member accounts is quick, and you 

can control which scheme each team member can 

access and what they are allowed to do within thus 

making sure only the right people have access to 

sensitive information.
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Working with the team at Submit.com has been an excellent experience. 

Attention  to detail, understanding of the brief and the needs of our 

organisation along with response times second to none.Working with the 

system for just over 6 months we can see the efficiencies that it 

has  brought both internally and to our client base I would have no 

hesitation in recommending Submit.com

Sean O Sullivan  

Head Of Enterprise South Cork LEO

Submit.com has streamlined our process and has made our grant 

application process more manageable. All of the data, applications, 

required documents and so forth are in one place which saves so much 

time and effort. Now we can spend more time with our clients 

maximising their chances for success. The staff at Submit.com continues 

to be responsive to our needs and treats us as a priority and valued 

customer.

Breda Fox 

Head Of Enterprise Galway LEO
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